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Abstract
Globalization results in a complex set of interconnections
among people across the world. General migrations, media
exchanges, capital travel, and culture’s mobility, brings forth
‘civilization of clashes’ between people.This clashcauses
trauma, which may seem too minuscule or ordinary to be
recorded under the spectrum of the official account, called
history. Using the trauma theory related works of Cathy
Caruth and Dominic LaCapra, this study aims at analyzing
the selected Afghan narratives in English to see how cultural
productions from this war-torn country are still haunted by
the flashbacks of traumatic experience, they encountered
during the Soviet invasion from 1979 to 1989. This analysis
of Rahimi’sEarth and Ashesunder the theoretical framework
of literary trauma studies, shows that fiction has the potential
to use the flashbacks of trauma-hit characters to bring forth
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their memories, use them as witnesses to the event of the
actual incident of trauma, and record their statements to
build a history that can amend for any possible erasure of
the official historical accounts. Living in an era which, in the
words of Stolorow, is ‘an Age of Trauma’, the study of
trauma narratives becomes all the more important as it
brings to the fore how pervasive the haunting of a traumatic
war experience can be and how psychologically impossible it
is for a historian to record the all-inclusive impact of a
traumatic incident upon occurrence.
Introduction
This research endeavours to investigate individual traumas,
portrayed by Afghan writer, AtiqRahimi, in his novel Earth
and Ashes. The study, thus, tracks and records the
sufferings of the traumatized Afghan people, through the
individual accounts of the characters, during the Soviet
invasion in 1979. Using the theoretical and critical framework
of trauma studies, this qualitative study investigates how
traumatic experiences flash back in fictional narratives and
makeup for the erasures of historical records in the same
way as a victim of trauma, in the words of Caruth, comes
forth with a delayed reaction to whatever he/she has
witnessed.1The
aforementioned
delayed
reaction
phenomenon in trauma came under investigation and has
been discussed by many researchers.2Similarly, a number of
empirical studies which were carried out in this field also
endorsed the value and importance of this deferred
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action.3Moreover, a comprehensive analysis came to the
conclusion that, on average, 38.2 percent and 15 percent of
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) cases in military and
civilian samples respectively have proved to come up with
delayed reactions.4It is also pertinent to mention that an
individual’s experience right after an incident does not qualify
him/her as traumatized until the conditions outlined by the
American
PsychiatristsAssociation
(APA)
are
fulfilled.56789This novel has been selected for the study
becauseit presents the trauma of the Afghan people who,
just like the writer of the novel, witnessed the ravages of war
during the Soviet invasion.
Background to Trauma Studies
Trauma studies came to fore as an area of cultural research
during the early-to-mid-1990s. It investigates how traumatic
incidents are portrayed through fiction. Trauma theory helps
in comprehending the variety of modes through which
3
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traumatic incidents are portrayed or repressed in literary and
historical texts. Investigating and analyzing the accounts
provided by the survivors of trauma, this field of study
endeavours to look into the history not recorded in the official
accounts. These narratives provide readers with an insight
into a traumatic experience. According to Caruth, who is
considered a pioneer in the field of trauma studies, this
approach will provide us with a unique access to history.10
She adds that the investigation of the accounts of trauma
provides possibility to rethink and reinvestigates whatever
happened in the past.This will enable us to understand
history as it actually occurred. Putting forth the trait that
differentiates trauma studies from other fields, Caruth says
that in “a catastrophic age trauma itself may provide the very
link between cultures.”11 Thus, the very foundation of trauma
studies is laid upon the concept of establishing a link
between seemingly nonrelated traumatic events. Listening to
the trauma will not only bring forth the real history but it will
also create harmony among different cultures.
However, the aforementioned commitment to create
harmony among cultures by means of cross cultural studies
is not found in the works of the pioneers of trauma studies.
Stef Craps and GertBuelens assert that the works of the
founding members of trauma studies, such as those of Cathy
Caruth deal with the experiences of trauma of “white
Westerners and solely employ critical methodologies
emanating from a Euro-American context.”12 They stress that
this approach of ignoring the non-Western trauma will lead to
widening the gap between the West and the non-Western
world.
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Rationale of the Study
Criticizing this Eurocentric blind spots of trauma theory,
Craps goes on to assert that trauma theory emerged in
Europe and the United States in the 1990s, and since then,
has been discussing traumas like the Holocaust.13 However,
he adds that trauma with equal, if not greater regularity has
been seen and experienced elsewhere.14 Following a
detailed discussion on trauma theory, Craps investigates
literary productions which concern the trauma of racial
manipulations in the Caribbean, and then goes on to find
resonance between partition of the Indian Subcontinent,
Colonialism and the Holocaust.15
Following Craps’s recommendations for a more inclusive
and culturally sensitive trauma studies, this study
endeavours to explore an important aspect of Afghan fiction
in English, namely, how the writing and portrayal of trauma
in fiction contribute towards bringing to fore the history of
Afghanistan, during the Soviet invasion. It argues, in
conjunction with certain noted literary theorists in the field of
trauma, fiction and history that the history of a traumatic
incident is incomplete, if taken merely as a record of events
without catering for individuals’ accounts of trauma. The
individual accounts of history are pertinent for consideration;
else, the world will be limited to the binary categories of the
ones who are considered as powerful and thus the makers
of histories and, on the receiving end, the ones who are no
more than just objects of those histories.16
It has become well known that the official accounts
which are termed as ‘History’, with a capital ‘H,’ are the
records of incidents, put together and saved, from the
vantage point of the ones who were in power to write
13
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History.17 As a result, these official accounts of Histories
include details which were considered to be of interest to the
ones in power, and thus disregarded the accounts of the
traumatized people, who, being traumatized and thus
powerless, were never heard or taken a note of. All
narratives, as Foucault stresses, are in one way or another
discourse of power.18 Thus, the accounts of trauma,
portrayed in fiction, are all the more important, because this
is where the survivors of trauma come up with the ‘real
history’ of a nation and a society.19
The present study attempts to explore the effect of war
trauma of the past on the present and its representation in
Afghan fiction in English in the backdrop of Cathy Caruth
and Dominic LaCapra’s theories of trauma studies.
Trauma, History and Memory
Trauma came into existence as a theory. In other words,
with its warped temporality and inquisitive structural
expression, psychic trauma caters for the re-enactment of
experiences which went missing from getting recorded. The
very history of trauma theory is termed, as Herman puts it,
as that of episodic amnesia because this has time and again
guided researchers and critics into realms which were
considered unthinkable in the past.20 She adds that denial,
dissociation and repression have long been considered
essential parts of the individual as well as of social
conscious, and that trauma theory is related to addressing
complications arising from this phenomenon.21 On the same
note, Tal observes that the penalty on a social as well as an
individual level for this act of repression is repetition, which is
17
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termed ‘flashback’, ‘acting out’ etc. in trauma theory. It
becomes clear that putting trauma incident in framework of
history cannot separate theory and events from each other.
Caruth highlights the same phenomenon in the following
words:
Once the notion of traumatic temporality has been introduced, it is
no longer simply possible to place this notion within a larger and
more traditional temporal framework (i.e., to place the conceptual
event of the theory of trauma within the framework of the empirical,
institutional, and cultural histories that are its context), since that
would disavow the central insight of the theory, which suggests that
our more traditional conceptual histories may have to be
rethought.22

Caruth, while explaining this interconnection between
theory and trauma asserts that history re-enters theory in the
temporal conception of trauma. Drawing from Freud,Caruth
emphasizes that Freud, while trying to escape the neurosis,
accidentally meets Katharina takes on her all-important case
study, suggesting, in the words of Freud himself that it is “as
if the theory itself emerged as the interruption of a
forgetting.”23Thus, as the victim of trauma is hit by the
memories of the incident long after the threat has
vanished.Similarly, the investigation into trauma is usually
not carried out at the moment of the traumatic incident but
after some time, when the conventional method of recording
events, namely, history, fails to grasp the intensity of the
shocks felt by the victims.
An upsurge of publications has been visible in the field of
psychological trauma and its representation in literature,
during the last 20 years or so. These mainly concern and
depict
events
which
cannot
be
grasped
and
portrayedthrough historical accounts. The union of literature
and trauma attempts to investigate how these stories are
represented and what aspects, which went missing from the
historical accounts, are highlighted. Such is the extreme and
unusual nature of the concept of ‘representation’ in these
22
23
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events that it geared up researchers for the great interest in
trauma studies during the last couple of decades.
This need for the new concept of representation led to
tremendous publication of trauma narratives in both fictional
as well as non-fictional streams in 1990s. As a result of this
emergence of literary trauma, the importance of the
relationship of literature and trauma grew manifold. At
present, as Rivkinand Ryan and Wolfreys declare, trauma
theory has emerged as an important critical category in the
field of literary studies.24The coordination of literary studies
and modern trauma theory has grown due to the increasing
traumatic events acrossthe world. This has resulted in the
tendency for a number of contemporary authors, such as
Ann Whitehead and Vickroy, to discuss this relationship in
unison, terming it ‘Trauma Fiction’.25
The reference of trauma through literature comes under
scrutiny for a start due to the curious spatio-temporal
structure of trauma that cannot be represented through the
traditional ways of representation. The question arises that
how literature can represent trauma when it resists
narrativization due to its incomprehensibility upon
occurrence. If, as Caruth asserts, trauma eschews being
recorded through language,26 it means that it cannot be
represented in any form that is linguistically recognized.
However, Caruth further explainsthat although trauma
cannot be expressed upon occurrence it does not mean that
its references should be ruled out altogether. She adds that
the victim’s experience of the incident of trauma is termed an
unclaimed experience, because it is inherently nonrepresentable due to its disruptive referentiality. Caruth’s
explanation of the phenomenon is in line with what
24

25
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ShoshanaFelman and DoriLaub say. These authors argue
that the survivor’s failure or inability to make sense of the
event lies at the base of trauma.27 Explaining flashback in
the post-trauma stage, Caruth says that the flashback
cannot be taken as a representation of the event, adding that
it is the impact of the incident of trauma that is disrupting the
mind of the victim.28
To address the issues of witnessing, memory and
representation, the questions of referentiality need to
intrinsically literary. This is the reason Freud, referred to
literary productions while discussing his theories of
psychoanalysis. Even in contemporary research, theorists
take a perusal of literature in a bid to culturally understand
the trauma-related problems, look for its effects and analyze
its aftermaths.
The ideal status of literature for the representation of
trauma has been acknowledged by both Caruth and Felman.
The unclaimed moment of trauma finds a place to work as a
witness to the actual incident of trauma and thus arrange for
its belated enactment. The very oft-quoted definition of
trauma that Caruth provides, according to which trauma is
like a wound “that cries out, that addresses us in the attempt
to tell us of a reality or truth that is not otherwise available,”29
shows how Caruth incorporates literary or metaphorical
language to explain the very phenomenon of trauma itself.
She argues that as Freud occasionally referred to literature
to support this phenomenon, the language that is used in the
depiction of trauma is literary. Further, she maintains that the
commonality between psychoanalysis and literature is the
fact that both look into the complex relation between
knowing and not knowing. She asserts that trauma’s
epistemological crisis of (non-representability) not knowing
and the possibility of belated enactments (knowing) work as
27
28
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a commonality between trauma between psychoanalysis and
literature.
Discussing the relationship between literary language
and the representation of trauma, Felman and Laub state
that a belated figurative and literary representation of
traumatic experience displaces referential truth.30 Besides,
way back in 1895, Freud showed his surprise at the case
studies that he wrote, saying that he felt impressed while
reading his case studies because they sound like no less
than short stories.
According to Douglas and Voglereds, the introduction of
trauma studies into humanities has ‘the real, in the form of a
trauma event, has come back to the discourse in the
mainstream’, adding that the traumatic event is similar to
referent or signified phenomenon that is always absent from
the poststructuralist approach.31 They assert that the
traumatic event, in this case is always supposed to be
referred to retrospectively and that what highlights the
exceptionalism of this inclusion is the fact that it brings forth
the real without using the historical discourse that is
discredited notion of transparent referentiality. What they
stress is the fact that ‘the real’ can be experienced only
when it is represented in literature. In other words, “[t]he
real–the empirical or historical origin–cannot be known as
such because it presents itself always within the resonances
or field of the ‘traumatic’.”32 He stresses that, literature and
art have the ability not only to represent the culture with its
violence, but the study of trauma also has something quite
inherent that enables the reader to transcend to the real
world through the written text.
Trauma-related works of literature present a social
critique by analyzing the root cause of a certain social
abuse. Literary productions which depict trauma deal with
30
31
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issues and functions which in essence are historical, cultural,
socio-political, ethical and pedagogical. Trauma fiction, while
depictingan event, performs an ethical task byhighlighting
the causes and consequences of that event from an
integrated and more personalized anglethat is broader in
scope than it can be carried out by any other discipline
dealing with trauma.
Literary studies ontrauma in no way attempt to replace
examinations ontrauma carried out by psychology, scientific
research and historical investigation.Rather they benefit from
research carried out in other fields,while contributing to the
stock of knowledge on trauma. According to Vickroy, trauma
related literature, byproviding a socio-cultural critical
analysis, also provide a window of knowledge for readers to
see how people live the ideology and public policy, adding
that literature draws on research carried out in the fields of
psychology and history, andhelps toprovide necessary
supplement to other fields of study.33 Endorsing this role of
trauma literature, Horvitz argues that trauma fiction,
byhighlighting the cultural or socio-political setting that
caused the traumatic incident in the first place, unmasks the
oppressive ideologies which either produced or legitimize the
incident.34
Several trauma scholars stress the authenticity of the
depiction of incidents in fiction. Writers and theorists such as
Granofsky,35Vickroy36 and Whitehead37assert that the
depiction of trauma is more effective and authentic when it is
done through more stylistically innovative methods.
Vickroy,wrote
on
the
portrayal
of
trauma
in
colonialism.Subjugation related narratives written by Larry
33
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Heinemann, Dorothy Allison, Pat Barker, Marguerite Duras
and Toni Morrison, argues that fictional narratives, through
innovative techniques of portrayal, have the ability to portray
incidents of trauma in anauthentic way. The use of
techniques such as symbolization brings into the structure of
these works takes into consideration the processes,
rhythms, and uncertainties of the incidents of trauma. He
also asserts that the use of these innovative techniques
makes trauma accessible to the readers of the narratives.
Indeed, through the use of figurative language, these
authors portray trauma and its relationship with fragmented
memories, shattered identities and feelings of dissociation in
post-traumatic settings.
In the same vein, Whitehead also suggests the need for
a fictional representation of trauma. She stresses that in
order to portray trauma through literature. It is imperative for
writers to disenchant themselves with the traditional literary
realism. She advocates for the novelists to replace the
aforementioned traditional method of portraying reality with
more experimental forms being used in postmodernist and
postcolonial fiction. Stressing the need for an intensification
of the traditional modes of narration in fiction, she advocates
the need to use devices such as intertextuality and repetition
on the levels of plot, narrative and reference in trauma
fiction.
This qualitative study, through the textual analysis of the
novel, uses trauma theory with special reference to the
works of Cathy Caruth and Dominic LaCapra to track the
symptoms, usually found in the survivors of trauma, and also
to analyze the characters to see how they provide an insight
into the unrecorded details of the traumatic incident.
Moreover, this research uses the mechanism provided by
Judith Lewis Herman to see if the survivors of trauma follow
the three stages of coping with trauma, highlighting how, and
to what extent, the reaction of the survivors is in accordance
with Herman’s mechanism.
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Summary of the Novel Earth and Ashes
Earth and Ashes tells the story of the elderly Dastaguir, the
protagonist, whose village has been destroyed by the
Russian tanks during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. He,
along with his young grandson, Yassin, who has gone
completely deaf due to excessive bomb blasts, is travelling
to the mines where his son, Murad, works. These two are
someof the few survivors of anattack during whichRussian
tanks turn the whole village into rubble. Dastaguir, amid all
the flashbacks of destruction that he witnessed, travels to
see his son in order to tell him what happened to his family
and the village. While waiting for the bus at a checkpoint, the
protagonist, Dastaguir, and his grandson meet the
incommunicative guard, Fateh, and a well-educated and kind
MirzaQadir, with whom he shares his trauma-filled account
of the destruction that he witnessed. Here, Dastaguir recalls
how his wife and daughter-in-law Zaynab were humiliated
and killed, and how the village was destroyed. This is where
both Dastaguir and Yassin share the flashbacks of trauma
with MirzaQadir, and thus give an insight into the unrecorded
history of the trauma of war.
Trauma and the Temporal Elision of Memory
The novel starts with a description ofDastaguir journeying
with his grandson to see his son, Murad, to tell him the story
of the destruction of his village. The Russian tanks have
destroyed his village, demolishing all the houses and killing
almost everyone present, but he is on his way to see his son
and inform him of how the Russians turned everything into
rubble. This is typical of the reactions to trauma where,
according to Uytterschout, a person, who witnesses a
traumatic incident, either represses the memory, or makes
an endeavour to remember the episode and tries to fit it into
the scheme of things.38The Elision of Memorythat Cathy
Caruth mentions while saying that a traumatic incident can
38
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result in the loss of memory for a while, and which is also
termed as ‘the latency of trauma’,39 is evident in the
character of Dastaguir when he feels as if he is losing his
memories altogether.The experience of seeing the
destruction of his village haunts him so much that he almost
forgets about his surroundings as he exclaims, in front of the
guard, “My God, you remember everything N It’s me who is
losing my memory.”40
The inability to express a traumatic incident is the
hallmark usually found in the behaviour of survivors of a
traumatic incident, as put forth by Freud and Caruth, it is
also visible in the character of Dastaguir. When askedby
MirzaQadir about the purpose of his journey, he is simply
unable to recollect his thoughts. Despite the fact that he has
been waiting for someone to ask him about his grief, he is
simply not able to speak his mind. The grief of losing his
wife, daughter-in-law and the whole village is so big for him
that he simply cannot express his feelings of grief. This
inability to speak is symbolic of what Caruth terms the elision
of memory.
This shell, however, is broken when MirzaQadir explains
the unbecoming attitude of the guard, saying that:
It’s sorrow that has ruined him N You know, father, sorrow can turn
to water and spill from your eyes, or it can sharpen your tongue into
a sword, or it can become a time bomb that, one day, will explode
and destroy you .. The sorrow of Fateh the guard is like all three. 41

Caruth asserts that people are implicated in each other’s
trauma; therefore, the description of the sorrowed guard
enables Dastaguir to speak his mind. Thinking about
MirzaQadir and the guard as someone going through same
agony of grief and loss as does he, Dastaguir musters up
courage and describes the destruction, brought upon his
village by the Soviet troops. He describes how he saw his
house reduced to rubble, his wife going mad and then killed
due to the destruction, how women were buried alive, how
39
40
41
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his daughter-in-law was dishonoured and how she, while he
sees her naked, disappears into the fire, and how his house
had become a grave–a “grave for my wife, a grave for my
son, his wife and their children.”42 It is due to this excessive
grief, which is beyond usual human experience that
Dastaguiris unable to initially speak his mind. It is only after
he is implicated in the trauma of the guard that he is able to
gather his thought together and start sharing his trauma.
Survivor’s Flashbacks and the Creation of ‘History’
The protagonist’s troubles are further exacerbated when he
comes to know that his grandson, Yassin has gone deaf due
to the excessive bombing by the Russian forces. Yassin,
without knowing what ‘deafness’ means is suddenly unable
to hear anything. He does not know that he has gone deaf;
rather he thinks that the other people around him and all the
things that he can see have lost their voices. He feels that
the world, all of a sudden, has gone silent. There are no
more voices in the world, but then he inquires:“Why are
people moving their mouth?”43The only head and tale that
the young Yassin can make of the destruction brought upon
his village by the Russian forces is that they took away
everyone’s voice. Yassin’s spontaneous reaction, whenever
he sees his grandfather crying, is to say, “The bomb was
huge. It brought silence. The tanks took away people’s
voices and left. They even took grandfather’s voice away.
Grandfather can’t talk even more, he can’t scold me N”44
This is typical of the videotape-survivor-analogy, which is
drawn by Tal to explain Caruth’s assertion, according to
which the accounts provided by survivors are very helpful in
creating highly truthful histories.45 This is also typical of
Dominic LaCapra’s assertion, according to which the
survivor of trauma will always have something that is from
42
43
44
45
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the past, adding that this can be in the form of a presence
that haunts the survivor’s mind on a continuous basis.46 He
further adds that when the survivor mentions the traumatic
experience, he/she, in his thought, goes back to the same
scene of trauma and is thus caught up in the same situation.
Dastaguir, being a mature and more powerful person in
terms of mental strength, compared to Yassin, has the ability
to act out the trauma. But, for the more impressionistic
Yassin, it is a very difficult incident to cope with. Hence,
whenever triggered by the teardrops of his grandfather, he
repeats exactly the same account that he witnessed during
the Russian attack. Whenever, he sees his grandfather
crying, he, just like a videotape, starts narrating whatever
has beenrecorded on his mind.
Caruth’s Notion of Survivor’s Guilt
Dastaguir’s enigma of survival haunts him so badly that he
deplores his existence. His survival leads to feelings of guilt
and unworthiness, which are the direct results of PostTraumatic Stress Disorder. The paradox of the memory of
destruction and the conundrum of testimony to relate the
account of destruction entails a double trauma i.e., the
trauma of death and the trauma of survival.47 The survivors
of war, as in the case of Dastaguir, repent their survival
because the trauma that they are faced with is too big for
their mind.Dastaguir says: “Why wasn’t I killed before I
reached home? What wrong had I committed to be
condemned to witness N?”48
This guilt of survival is so pervasive in war-torn Afghan
society that MirzaQadir also regrets the very existence of the
livings people around him. This chain of traumas where
one’s trauma reminds others of their own traumas and thus
enables them to feel for each other is quite evident.As
Caruth (1996) says, “[w]e are all implicated in each other’s
46
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trauma.”49MirzaQadir, after listening to the full of grief
account of Dastaguir, says, “[v]enerable father, these days
the dead are more fortunate than the living.”50This shows
how pervasive the experience of trauma has been in the
novel. Although, trauma is associated with individuals, the
overall portrayal of characters, like MirzaQadir and the
guard, whose experience of traumatic incidents are not
covered in the story, are shown with the typical symptoms of
the survivors of trauma. This shows how the writer, through
the portrayal of individual characters, constructs the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan as a societal trauma for the people
in Afghanistan.
Coping with Trauma
In order to cope with the debilitating effects of trauma,
Herman, one of the pioneers in thefield of trauma studies,
came up with a coping mechanism to treat the survivors of
war.51The study uses this mechanism to track characters in
Rahimi’ Earth and Ashes, which portrays individuals, who
went through a traumatic experience.
Herman asserts that the first stage to cope with trauma
is that the survivor should be sure that safety has been
established in his/her life.This sense of safety should include
not only physical safety but also a sense and consciousness
of safety in one’s surrounding. This is important, because
this sense of safety should alleviate fear on the part of the
survivor.52 As portrayed by Rahimi, the protagonist, only
when he is out of the danger zone can recollect what
happened to his village. He tells the story of destruction only
because he feels secure .
After giving an apple to Yassin to eat, he puts ‘a pinch of
naswar’53 in his mouth and then looks into the mirrored lid of
his naswar box to examine ‘the web of sinuous lines’ around
49
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his eyes. This shows that he had the sense of safety that
Herman recommends as the first stage to survive trauma. In
the case of Yassin, it is evident from the novel that he
considers his grandfather’s presence to bethe biggest sense
of security one can have.
The second coping stage is that Herman recommends the
act of remembering and mourning. At this stage, it is very
important that the survivor provides an account of the
traumatic incident. Typical of this second stage of coping
with trauma, Dastaguir, after having some trouble relating
the devastating account thought, is able to share with
MirzaQadir.Dastaguir remembers the traumatic incident and
mourns over the destruction as he says that the Russians
did not spare anyone and reduced the village to
dust.Dastaguir further recollects and describes, “Nthe
Russians came and surrounded the village. I was at the mill.
Suddenly, there was an explosion. I ran out. I saw fire and
clouds of dust.”54
Contemplating about how to tell his son, Murad, about
the incident, he says, “My son be strong!N If she was your
mother, she was also my wife. She’s gone. When death
comes, it makes no difference whether it is for a mother or a
wifeN My son, death came to our villageN”55
Yassin, being too young to understand the gravity of the
incident, does not mourn but does remember in a
photographic memory what happened in front of his eyes.
Each time he sees his grandfather crying, he says, “My
uncle’s dead, Mother’s goneN Qader’s dead, Grandmother’s
deadN The bomb was huge. It brought silence.”56
Through continuous mourning over, and remembering
the trauma, the survivor “transforms the traumatic memory,
so that it can be integrated into the survivor’s life story.”57
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The third stage to cope with an incident of trauma is to
reconnect to everyday life.58 As the novel covers a very short
span of time, the characters undergoing the trauma are still
haunted by the second stage i.e., remembering and
mourning. Dastaguir, until the end, is haunted by the
ravages of this attack. The naked body of Zaynab, his
daughter-in-law, who went into the fire, still haunts him. He
still thinks, “Zaynab threw her naked body headlong into the
fire. She was burnt alive. She was burnt naked.”59
Being possessed with these flashbacks of trauma, Dastaguir has
not yet reconnected to everyday life. The trauma of the destruction
of his whole family and village and then the mysterious reaction of
his son, Murad, still haunt his mind. The third stage of reconnection
to life will definitely take long. However, despite the fact that
Dastaguir does not reconnect to everyday life, he behaves normally
even when he is possessed withthe idea of telling the story to
everyone. The survivor mourns the losses as a result of the trauma
and begins to construct a new life with self and with others. This
depicts how this new history shows the Afghan people going
through the traumatic incidents and is then left with no option but to
reconnect to everyday life.

Implications for Pakistan and Conclusion
Rahimi’sEarth and Ashes is indeed a work of fiction and
cannot be considered as an exact account of atraumatized
people who underwent the ravages of the Soviet invasion.
However, this novel and accounts of trauma portrayed in
other forms of literary productions are used as a heuristic
meta-framework that guidestheinvestigation of the Afghan
people’s trauma and allows us to go beyond the knowledge
encompassed in the official accounts of History. Characters
like Dastaguir serve as the mouthpiece for the
representation of the societal trauma of the nation as a
whole. Following the individual accounts of trauma, the
overall societal experience of trauma is best judged when it
comes to incidents, like war, which takes into its folds the
society as a whole. Rahimi’sEarth and Ashes provides
insight into the condition of people in Afghanistan who went
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through the trauma of the Soviet invasion. This is all done
through the lens of the writer who casts himself into the role
ofan eyewitness of this whole tragedy.
Further
investigation
into
the
traumas
of
additionalindividual characters, portrayed in literary pieces
from Afghan writers should be carried out. This endeavour
and others of this sort are in place for they are the past that
flows into the present and then the present makes inroads
into the future. Thus, the novelist, portraying the past, has
invariably got a stake in the future. From bringing forth ‘true
histories,’ as Caruth coins the phrase, and clarifying the
people’s view of the past, there is the possibility of a hopeful
and just prophesy for the future.
Keeping in view the importance of fictional narratives
dealing with trauma in the study of history, and in light of this
study, it is recommended for other researchers to use
trauma literary theory to investigate other works of literature
which deal with incidents of trauma in Pakistan. Like
Afghanistan, Pakistan has also been hit by suicide attacks
and bomb blasts, carried out by terrorists. Similarly, civilian
casualties have also been witnessed in attacks by
unmanned aerial vehicles in the areas along the border with
Afghanistan. Therefore, it is pertinent to mention here that
researchers can carry out studies of fictional narratives
which deal with natural disasters as well, such as the havoc
caused by floods, destruction resulting from earthquakes,
and the overwhelming impact of other disasters as portrayed
in literature. Trauma analyses of Pashto literature,
emanating from the war-hit areas along the Pak-Afghan
border, where people have been witnessing the ravages of
war, will greatly augment the historical accounts about this
region. Researchers should pay special heed to trauma
analysis of literature coming from these areas which are not
in that much limelight as the technologically-advanced
countries are.

